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Let’s Compete 
Advanced SPIKE™ Prime Program  
 
Middle School Robotics Overview: 
This five-day robotics camp outline will provide students with STEM-focused, hands-on activities to 
promote 21st century skills as well as design engineering and computer science. Each day, students 
will participate in team building activities and opportunities for physical activity as well as receive a 
team briefing for challenges aligned to standards. Daily challenges will help students develop skills 
and knowledge to complete the culminating project of designing a solution for a problem in a career 
area and pitching the solution to stakeholders. 
 
Program at a Glance 

Day 1 Orientation 
Why do we use robots?  
 
What can a robot do that humans cannot? 

• Pass the Brick Relay 
• Driving Around 

Day 2 Move Like a Robot 
Why do we explore? 

What tools do scientists use to explore? 

 

• Play with Objects 
• Boomerang  
• Clean Up Race 

Day 3 Reactions and Turns 
How can robots react to color?  
 
Why are different types of turns used? 
 

• Reacting to Line 
• Build an Advanced 

Driving Base 

Day 4 Bots and Blocks 
How can you create a shortcut for coding? 

How can a robot pick up and place objects? 

 

• My Code, Our Code 
• Time for an Upgrade 

Day 5 Showcase • Creating the Obstacle 
Course 

• Programming the Robot 
• Perfecting the Robot 
• Showcase 
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Prior to First Day: 
(If the Advanced Camp follows the Intro Camp, checking the sets and devices may be the only thing needed.) 

1. Sort SPIKE™  Prime sets.  
2. Download and install the SPIKE™  App on devices to be used for camp. 
3. Determine a naming convention for each set. 

Suggestions include school initials and a number. (Example: Millcreek Elementary robotics 
sets names could be MES1; MES2; MES3.)  

4. If you will not be using the cables, charge the SPIKE™  Prime hubs. You will need to charge 
the hub each day after use if they are Bluetooth connected during the day. 

5. Connect SPIKE™  Prime to iPad, Chromebook or computer. Update the hub and rename each 
hub to match the name you assigned to the set.  

6. Gather any consumable materials needed for the week. 
7. Make sure devices are fully charged, Bluetooth is enabled (if needed) and students can access 

the app. 
8. Determine the procedure for when a LEGO piece is dropped (everyone freeze; say LEGO 

down/LEGO found) and where to place LEGO pieces found that do not belong to the finder. 
9. While teams are working, assign each group a SPIKE™  Prime set and a SPIKE™  Prime 

Expansion set to use for the week. The expansion sets will not be needed every day. 
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